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Abstract. Lossy channel systems (LCSs) are models for communicating
systems where the subprocesses are linked via unbounded FIFO channels which might lose messages. Link protocols, such as the Alternating
Bit Protocol and HDLC can be modelled with these systems. The decidability of several veri cation problems of LCSs has been investigated by
Abdulla & Jonsson [AJ93,AJ94], e.g. they have shown that the reachability problem for LCSs is decidable while LTL model checking is not.
In this paper, we consider probabilistic LCSs (which are LCSs where the
transitions are augmented with appropriate probabilities) as introduced
by [IN97] and show that the question of whether or not a linear time
property holds with probability 1 is decidable. More precisely, we show
how LTLnX model checking for (certain types of) probabilistic LCSs can
be reduced to a reachability problem in a (non-probabilistic) LCS where
the latter can be solved with the methods of [AJ93].
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1 Introduction
Traditional algorithmic veri cation methods for parallel systems are limited to
nite state systems and fail for systems with an in nite state space, such as realtime programs with continuous clocks or programs that operate with unbounded
data structures or protocols for processes that communicate via unbounded channels. Typically, such systems are modelled by a nite state machine that speci es
the control part. The transitions between the control states are equipped with
conditions (e.g. about the values of a counter or a clock or about the messages in
a channel). The behaviour of such a system is then given by a (possibly in nite)
transition system whose global states consist of a control state and an auxiliary
component whose values range over an in nite domain (e.g. the interpretations
for a counter or a clock or the contents of certain channels). Even a wide range
?
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of veri cation problems for such in nite systems is undecidable, various authors
developed veri cation algorithms for special types of in nite systems.
This paper is concerned with model checking algorithms for communication
protocols where the (sub-)processes are linked via unbounded FIFO channels.
Dealing with perfect channels, in which case one gets the same expressiveness
as Turing Machines, most veri cation problems are undecidable [BZ83]. Several
link protocols, like the Alternating Bit Protocol [BSW69] or HDLC [ISO79],
are designed to work correctly even for unreliable channels. For such faulty systems, various veri cation problems can be solved automatically. Finkel [Fin94]
considered completely speci ed protocols modelled by channel systems where the
channels might lose their rst message and showed that the termination problem
is solvable. Abdulla & Jonsson [AJ93] present algorithms for a reachability analysis (see also [AKP97]) and the veri cation against (certain types of) safety and
eventually properties for lossy channel systems (LCSs), i.e. channel systems that
may lose arbitrary messages. Abdulla & Kindahl [AK95] have shown that also
the task of establishing a branching time relation (simulation or bisimulation)
between a LCS and a nite transition system can be automated. Decidability
results for other types of unreliable FIFO systems have been developed e.g. by
Cece, Finkel & Iyer [CFI96] (where channel systems with insertion or duplication errors are considered) and Bouajjani & Mayr [BM98] (where lossy vector
addition systems are investigated). Even if validating faulty channel systems is
easier than reasoning about perfect channel systems, some veri cation problems
are still undecidable for unreliable channel systems. Abdulla & Jonsson [AJ94]
show the undecidability of model checking for LCSs against LTL or C TL speci cations or establishing \eventually" properties under fairness assumptions about
the channels.
We follow here the approach of Iyer & Narasimha [IN97] and consider probabilistic LCSs (PLCSs for short). In PLCSs, one assumes that the failure rate of
the channels is known and deals with a constant } that stands for the probability that one of the channels loses a message. The other transitions are equipped
with \weights" that yield the probabilities for the possible steps of the global
states and turn the transition system for the underlying LCS into a (possibly
in nite) Markov chain.
For probabilistic systems modelled by Markov chains, various (deductive and
algorithmic) veri cation methods have been proposed in the literature, but only
a minority of them is applicable for PLCSs. Most of the algorithmic methods are
formulated for nite Markov chains and hence are not applicable for PLCSs,
see e.g. [VW86,CY88,CC91,CC92,HT92,HJ94,CY95,IN96,BH97]. Even some of
the axiomatic methods, see e.g. [HS86,JS90,LS92], fail for PLCSs since they are
designed for bounded (or even nite) Markov chains.
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To overcome the limitations of algorithmic veri cation methods for LCSs due to
undecidability results, [ABJ98] propose (possibly non-terminating) symbolic veri cation techniques based on a \on the y" reachability analysis.
Boundedness of a Markov chain means that there is an upper bound  > 0 for the
non-zero transition probabilities. In the Markov chain for a PLCS, the probability

In this paper, we shrink our attention to temporal logical speci cations; more
precisely, to speci cations given by formulas of propositional linear time temporal
logic LTL. When interpreting a LTL formula f over the states of a Markov
chain, the probability for f to hold in a state s, i.e. the probability measure of
all paths starting in s and satisfying f , can be viewed as the \truth value" for
f in state s. Thus, LTL can serve as speci cation formalism for both qualitative
and quantitative temporal properties. In the former case, a LTL speci cation just
consists of a LTL formula f ; satisfaction of f in a state s means that f holds
for almost all paths starting in s (i.e. with probability 1). Lehmann & Shelah
[LS82] present sound and complete axiomatizations for (a logic that subsumes)
LTL interpreted over Markov chains of arbitrary size; thus, the framework of
[LS82] can serve as a proof-theoretic method for verifying qualitative properties
for PLCSs. Quantitative properties can be expressed by a LTL formula f and a
lower bound probability p; satisfaction in a state s means that the probability for
f is beyond the given lower bound p. In [IN97], an approximative quantitative
analysis for PLCSs (i.e. an algorithm for approximating the probabilities for a
LTLnX formula f to hold in the initial state of a PLCS) is proposed. Here,
LTLnX means LTL without the next step operator X . This method yields a
model checking procedure for verifying quantitative LTLnX speci cations with
respect to a tolerence  but it fails for qualitative properties (because of the
tolerance).
The main contribution of this paper is a veri cation algorithm for establishing
qualitative properties speci ed by LTLnX formulas for PLCSs. We use the !automaton approach a la Wolper, Vardi & Sistla [WVS83] and construct an
!-automaton Af for the given formula f . Then, we de ne the product PL Af
of the given PLCS PL and theW!-automaton Af (yielding a new PLCS) and a
formula f 0 of the form f 0 = 32(aj ^ 3bj ) with atomic propositions aj , bj
such that the probability for f to hold for PL equals the probability for f 0 to
hold for PL  Af .
For nite Markov chains, it is well-known that whether or not a qualitative property can be established does not depend on the precise probability but
just on the topology of the underlying directed
graph [HSP83]. More precisely,
W
qualitative properties of the type f 0 = 32(aj ^ 3bj ) can be established by
analyzing the bottom strongly connected components. This does not longer hold
when we deal with in nite (bounded or unbounded) Markov chains. For an example, consider the system of Figure 1. The qualitative property stating that s
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for the loss of a concrete message tends to 0 if the channel length tends to 1; thus,
they fail to be bounded.
In the branching time framework (where one distinguishes between state and path
formulas), the state formulas typically also assert that the probability for a certain
event lies in a given interval; thus, the state formulas can be viewed as (special types
of) quantitative LTL speci cations. See e.g. [HJ94,ASBS95,BdA95].
The tolerance  speci es how precise the approximated value should be. I.e. the
di erence between the computed value q0 and the precise probability q for the formula
to hold in the initial state of the given PLCS is at most .
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Fig. 1. An in nite (bounded) Markov chain
is visited in nitely many times cannot be established unless p  . To avoid
a scenario as for the Markov chain in Figure 1 with p < 1=2 where a reachability analysis cannot help for establishing qualitative properties, we make an
additional assumption about the underlying PLCS and require probabilistic input enabledness. This assumption allows us to reduce the question of whether a
qualitative property speci ed by a formula f 0 as above is satis ed to a reachability problem in the underlying (non-probabilistic) LCS where the latter is
solvable with conventional methods [AJ93,AKP97].
The reason why we do not deal with the next step operator will be explained
in Section 4. Roughly speaking, the lack of next step ensures the invariance of
the formulas with respect to losing a message. This is essential for characterizing
the probability for f to hold for a PLCS PL by the probability for the above
mentioned formula f 0 in the product system PL  Af . (See Lemma 2.)
Organization of the paper: In Section 2 we brie y explain our notations
concerning Markov chains and linear time logic LTLnX with its interpretation
over Markov chains. The de nitions of LCSs and PLCSs and related notations
are given in Section 3. Our model checking algorithm is presented in Section 4.
Section 5 concludes the paper.
This paper contents only the proof sketches. In the full paper [BER99] the
complete proofs can be found.
Throughout the paper, we work with a nite non-empty set AP of atomic
propositions which we use in the context of labelled Markov chains, LTLnX formulas and LCSs. The reader should be familiar with basic notions of probability
theory, see e.g. [Fel68,Bre68], further on with the main concepts of the temporal
logic and model checking approach, see e.g. [CES86,Eme90,MP92], and also with
the connection between temporal logic and !-automaton, see e.g. [Tho90,Var96].
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2 Preliminaries: Markov chains and LT LnX
In the literature, a wide range of models for probabilistic processes is proposed.
In this paper, we deal with (discrete time, labelled) Markov chains which is
one of the basic models for specifying probabilistic systems. We brie y explain
our notations concerning Markov chains and linear time logic LTLnX with its
interpretation over Markov chains.
Markov chains: A Markov chain over AP is a tuple M = (S; P; L) where S
is a set of states, L : S ! 2AP a labelling function which assigns to each state
6

This observation follows with standard arguments of Markov chain theory (\random
walks"). For p < , the probability to reach s from sk is pk =(1 p)k < 1.
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s 2 S a set of atomic propositions and P : S  S ! [0; 1] a transition probability
function such
P that for all s 2 S: P(s; t) > 0 for at most countably many states
t 2 S and t2S P(s; t) = 1.

Execution sequences arise by resolving the probabilistic choices. Formally,
an execution sequence in M is a nonempty ( nite or in nite) sequence  =
s ; s ; s ; : : : where si are states and P(si ; si ) > 0, i = 1; 2; : : :. An in nite
execution sequence  is also called a path. We denote by w ord() the to 
associated sequence of atomic propositions, i.e. w ord() = L(s ); L(s ); L(s ); : : :.
The rst state of  is denoted by f irst(). (k) denotes the (k + 1)-th state of
, i.e. if  = s ; s ; s ; : : : then (k) = sk . ReachM (s) denotes the set of states
that are reachable from s, i.e. ReachM (s) is the set of states (k) where  is a
path with f irst() = s. P athM (s) denotes the set of paths  with f irst() = s
and P athfin;M (s) denotes the set of nite paths starting in s. For s 2 S, let
M (s) be the smallest -algebra on P athM (s) which contains the basic cylinders
f 2 P athM (s) :  is a pre x of g where  ranges over all nite execution
sequences starting in s. The probability measure P robM on M (s) is the unique
measure with
P robM f  2 P athM (s) :  is a pre x of  g = P()
where P(s ; s ; : : : ; sk ) = P(s ; s )  P(s ; s )  : : :  P(sk ; sk ). If it is clear from
the context, we omit the subscript M and brie y write P ath(s), Reach(s), etc..
Linear Time Logic LTLnX :
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f ::= tt a f ^ f :f f U f
LTLnX formulas are build from the above grammar where a is an atomic proposition (a 2 AP ) and U the temporal operator \until". As usual, operators for
modelling \eventually" or \always" can be derived by 3f = tt U f and
2f = :3:f . The interpretation of LTLnX formulas over the paths and states
of a Markov chain is as follows. Let M = (S; P; L) be a Markov chain over AP .
The satisfaction relation (denoted j=M or brie y j=) for path formulas is as in
the non-probabilistic case, i.e. it is given by:  j= a i (0) j= a,  j= f ^ f i
 j= fi , i = 1; 2,  j= :f i  6j= f and  j= f U f i there exists k  0 with
 " i j= f , i = 0; 1; : : : ; k 1 and  " k j= f .
For s 2 S, we de ne the \truth value" pMs (f ) (or brie y ps(f )) as the measure
of all paths that start in s and satisfy f , i.e. ps (f ) = P rob f 2 P ath(s) :  j= f g.
The satisfaction relation for the states (also denoted j=M or j=) is given by s j= f
i ps (f ) = 1.
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3 Probabilistic Lossy Channel Systems
We recall the de nitions of (non-probabilistic and probabilistic) LCSs as introduced by [AJ93] and [IN97]. A LCS models the behaviour of a number of
processes which communicate over certain unreliable channels. The control part
Here,  " k denotes the k-th sux of , i.e. the path (k); (k + 1); (k + 2); : : :.
7

of a LCS is speci ed by a nite state machine with (conditional) action-labelled
transitions. The transitions can either be labelled by  (which stands for an
autonomous (internal) move for one of the processes) or by a communication
action c?m (where a process receives message m from channel c) or c!m (where
a process sends message m via channel c). The global behaviour depends on the
current control state s and the contents of the channels. While the enabledness
of the internal actions  and the output actions c!m just depends on the control
state, enabledness of an input action c?m requires that m is the rst message
of c and that the current control state s has an outgoing transition labelled by
c?m.
The e ect of an input action c?m is that the rst message m is removed from
c while the output action c!m inserts m at the end of c. The internal action  does
not change the channel contents. Moreover, in each global state, any messages
in a channel can be lost in which case the control state does not change.

De nition 1. (cf. [AJ93]) A Lossy Channel System (LCS) is a tuple L =
(Scontrol; s ; L; C h; M ess; ,!) where
 Scontrol is a nite set of control states,
 s 2 Scontrol is an initial control state,
 L is a labelling function, i.e. L : Scontrol ! 2AP ,
 C h is a nite set of channels,
 M ess is a nite set of messages,
 ,!  Scontrol  Act  Scontrol
where S endAct = fc!m : c 2 C h; m 2 M essg, RecAct = fc?m : c 2 C h; m 2
M essg and Act = S endAct [ RecAct [ f g.
0

0
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The (global) behaviour of a LCS can be formalized by an action-labelled
transition system (which might have in nitely many states). We use the action
set Act` = Act [ f`c;i : c 2 C h; i = 0; 1; 2; : : :g where the auxiliary labels `c;i
denote that the i-th message of channel c is lost. The global states are pairs
s = hs; wi consisting of a control state s and an additional component w that
gives rise about the channel contents. Formally, w is a function C h ! M ess
which assigns to each channel c a nite string w:c of messages. We use the symbol
; to denote both the empty stringand the function that assigns to any channel
c the empty string. For c 2 M ess , c 6= ;, f irst(c) is the rst message in c. jcj
denotes the length of c; i.e. j;j = 0 and jm : : : mk j = k. w[c := x] denotes the
unique function w0 : C h ! M ess with w0 :c = x and w0 :d = w:d for d 6= c. The
total channel length jwjP
is de ned as the sum over the lengths of the contents of
the vector w; i.e. jwj = c2C h jw:cj. Further on, jsj = jwj and s:c = w:c for the
global state s = hs; wi. The transition system associated with L is
1

TS(L) = (Sg lobal ; !; L; s )
0
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The nite representation of a LCS in the sense of De nition 1 just speci es the
control part. Since the loss of messages does not a ect the control state, transitions
obtained by losing a message are not speci ed by the transition relation ,!.

where Sg lobal = Scontrol  (C h ! M ess ), s = hs ; ;i is the initial global state
and L(hs; wi) = L(s) for all hs; wi 2 Sg lobal . Furthermore the transition relation
!  Sg lobal  Act`  Sg lobal is the smallest set such that, for w = m m : : : mk :
m
 If s c,!m t then hs; wi c !
ht; w[c := m : : : mk m]i.
cm
 If s ,! t and k  1 then hs; w[c := mm : : : mk ]i c !m ht; wi.
 If k  1 and i 2 f1; : : : ; kg then hs; wi ` ! hs; w[c := m : : : mi mi : : : mk ]i:
 If s ,! t then hs; wi ! ht; wi.
` t i s ` ! t for some c and i and s ! i s ! t for some global
We write s !
state t. We de ne a ct(s) to be the set of actions 2 Act that are enabled in the
global state s. Formally, a ct(s) = f 2 Act : s !g: In what follows, we require
that in all global states at least one action is enabled. This is guaranteed by the
requirement that, for any control state s, there is some action 2 S endAct [f g
and control state t with s ,! t.
0
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De nition 2. (cf. [IN97]) A PLCS is a tuple PL = (L; Pcontrol; }) where L
is a LCS, } 2]0; 1[ the failure probability and
Pcontrol : Scontrol  Act  Scontrol ! [0; 1]
a function with Pcontrol (s; ; t) > 0 i s ,! t.

The Markov chain associated with a PLCS PL = (L; Pcontrol ; }) arises by
augmenting the transitions of the transition system TS(L) with probabilities.
In any global state s where jsj 6= 0, the probability for losing one of the messages
is } where all transitions s ` ! t have equal probability. The other transition
probabilities (for the transitions labelled by actions 2 Act) are derived from
Pcontrol (that assigns \weights" to the transitions) with the help of the normalization function  : Sg lobal ! IR> which is de ned by:
10

c;i

0

 (hs; wi) =

P

X

Pcontrol (s; )

2a ct hs;wi
(

)

where Pcontrol (s; ) = t Pcontrol(s; ; t). The conditional probability (under the assumption that no message will be lost in the next step) for an labelled transition hs; wi ! hs0 ; w0 i is given by the \weight" Pcontrol (s; ; s0 )
divided by  (hs; wi). We de ne the action-labelled transition probability function
Note that for any control state
s where the system has terminated we may assume

that there is a  -loop, i.e. s ,! s.
11
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First, we de ne the probabilities for the action-labelled transitions. Then, we abstract
from the action-labels and deal with the probabilities Pg lobal (s; t) to move from s to
t via any action.
Since we assume that any control state s has at least one transition s ,! t for some
2 S endAct [ f g, the normalization factor  (hs; wi) is always > 0.

Pg lobal : Sg lobal  Act`  Sg lobal ! [0; 1] as follows. If 2 Act, hs; wi ! hs0 ; w0 i,

jwj 6= 0 then

Pg lobal (hs; wi; ; hs0 ; w0 i) =

1 } P
0
 (hs; wi) control (s; ; s ):

For the loss of a message, corresponding to the transition s ` ! t , we de ne
P
(s; ` ; t) = } :
c;i

g lobal

c;i

12

jsj

For the global states with empty channels we put Pg lobal (hs; ;i; ; hs0 ; w0 i) =
Pcontrol (s; ; s0 )= (hs; ;i). In all remaining cases, we de ne Pg lobal (s; ; t) = 0.
We de ne
Pg lobal (s; ) =

X

t2Sg lobal

Pg lobal (s; ; t); Pg lobal (s; t) =

X

2Act

Pg lobal (s; ; t):

`

The Markov chain associated with PL is MC(PL) = (Sg lobal ; Pg lobal ; L; s )
where Pg lobal is viewed as a function Sg lobal  Sg lobal ! [0; 1]. Dealing with
LTLnX as formalism for specifying qualitative properties for PLCSs, we deal
with the satisfaction relation PL j= f i s j=MC PL f where s = hs ; ;i is the
initial global state of MC(PL).
13
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4 Model checking
In this section, we describe a LTLnX model checking procedure for PLCSs. More
precisely, the input of our algorithm is a PLCS PL and a LTLnX formula f ;
the output is \yes" or \no" depending on whether or not PL j= f . The basic
idea of our method is the reduction of the LTLnX model checking problem to a
reachability problem in a (non-probabilistic) LCS where the latter can be solved
with the methods proposed in [AJ93] or [AKP97].
Before we explain how our algorithm works we brie y sketch the algorithmic methods that have been developed for verifying nite probabilistic systems
against LTL formulas.
Courcoubetis & Yannakakis [CY88] deal with nite Markov chains and
present an algorithm that is based on a recursive procedure that successively removes the temporal modalities from the formula (i.e. replaces each subformula g
whose outermost operator is a temporal operator, e.g. U , by a new atomic proposition ag ) where at the same time each state s of the underlying Markov chain M
is splitted into the two states hs; ag i and hs; :ag i. The transition probabilities in
the new Markov chain Mg are computed with the help of the probabilities ps (g)
Note that jsj =
6 0 because we cannot lose a message from the empty channel.

12
13

To be precisely, we deal with a pointed Markov chain by which we mean a Markov
chain that is endowed with an initial state. For simplicity, we brie y refer to \pointed
Markov chains" as \Markov chains".

for the path formula g. This method is very tricky and elegant for nite Markov
chains but it seems to be not adequate for in nite systems (like PLCSs) since it
would require the computation of in nitely many transition probabilities.
An alternative method is based on the !-automaton approach proposed by
Vardi & Wolper [Var85,VW86]. This approach has been used later by several
other authors, see e.g. [CY95,IN96,dA97,BK98]. The basic idea behind the !automata theoretic approach can be sketched as follows. The starting point is
a probabilistic system S , e.g. described by a Markov chain or Markov decision
process, and a linear time formula f . Using well-known methods, one constructs
an !-automaton Af for the formula f and de nes a new probabilistic system
S  Af by taking the \product" S  Af of S and Af . From the acceptance
condition of Af , a set V 0 of states in S  Af can be derived such that the
probability that f holds in a state s agrees with the probability for a certain
state s0 in S  Af to reach a state in V 0 .
Similar ideas are used in the tableau-based method of Pnueli & Zuck [PZ93]
where the \product" of the probabilistic system and the \tableau" for f (obtained from the Fischer-Ladner closure of f ) is analyzed.
In this paper, we follow the approachs of [dA97,BK98] and use a deterministic
Rabin automaton to get an alternative characterization of the probability that
a LTLnX formula f holds in a global state.
We recall the basic de nitions and explain our notations. A deterministic
Rabin automaton A is a tuple (Q; q ; Alph; ; AccCond) where
 Q is a non-empty nite set of states,
 q 2 Q is the initial state,
 Alph is a nite alphabet,
  : Q  Alph ! Q is the transition function,
 AccCond is the acceptance condition, i.e. AccCond  2Q  2Q .
An in nite sequence p = p ; p ; p ; : : : 2 Q! is said to satisfy the acceptance
condition of the automaton A (denoted p j= AccCond) i there exists (A; B ) 2
AccCond such that inf (p)  A and inf (p) \ B 6= ;. Here, inf (p) denotes the
set of automaton states that occur in nitely often in p.
A run r of A over an in nite word a ; a ; a ; : : : 2 Alph ! is a sequence
r = q ; q ; q ; : : : 2 Q! (starting in the initial state q of A) with qi = (qi ; ai )
for all i  0. A run r of A is called accepting i r j= AccCond. A word a =
a ; a ; a : : : 2 Alph ! is called accepted i there is an accepting run r over a. Let
AccWords(A) denote the set of accepting words.
It is well-known [WVS83,Saf88,VW94] that, for any LTL formula f (in particular, for any LTLnX formula) with atomic propositions in AP , a deterministic
Rabin automaton Af with the alphabet Alph = 2AP can be constructed such
that AccWords(Af ) is exactly the set of in nite words a = a ; a ; : : : over 2AP
14
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[dA97,BK98] deal with nite probabilistic systems with non-determinism, i.e. Markov
Decision Processes rather than Markov chains. It is still open whether or not a nondeterministic !-automaton would still be sucient for our purposes as it is the case
for nite Markov chains [CY95,IN96].

where f is true. The product M  Af of a Markov chain M = (S; P; L) and the
automaton Af is de ned as follows.
15

M  Af = (S  Q; P0; L0 )

where L0 (hs; qi) = L(s) and
P0 (hs; qi; ht; pi) =

 P(s; t)
0

if p = (q; L(t))
otherwise.

Let AccCond = f(Aj ; Bj ) : j = 1; : : : ; kg be the acceptance condition of Af .
Hence we de ne A0j = S  Aj , Bj0 = S  Bj . Let Vj0 be the smallest set such that
Vj0  A0j and ReachMA (v0 )  Vj0 , ReachMA (v0 ) \ Bj0 6= ; for all v0 2 Vj0 .
Let V 0 = V 0 [ : : : [ Vk0 . As in [dA97,BK98] it can be shown that
(*) P robM f 2 P athM (s) :  j= f g = P robMA f 2 P athMA (s0 ) :  j= 3V 0 g:
for all states s 2 S. Here, s0 denotes the state hs; (q ; L(s))i and  j= 3V 0 is an
abbreviation of \ will eventually reach a state of V 0 ". Thus, the test whether
ps (f ) = 1 can be done by rst computing Af and then performing a probabilistic
reachability analysis in the product M  Af to check whether
(**) P robMA f 2 P athMA (s0 ) :  j= 3V 0 g = 1.
For nite Markov chains, the latter (the test of (**)) can be done with nonprobabilistic (graph theoretical) methods. In our case, where we deal with
in nite Markov chains obtained by a PLCS (i.e. Markov chains of the form M =
MC(PL)), condition (*) still holds but it is not clear (at least not for the authors)
how to test condition (**). The problem is that the reachability algorithm of
[AJ93] (or [AKP97]) cannot be applied since the underlying transition system of
the so obtained Markov chain MC(PL) Af might not be the transition system
of a LCS (see Remark 1). For this reason, we do not deal with the product
MC(PL) Af but switch to the product of the PLCS PL and the automaton Af
(which yields a new PLCS PL  Af ) and then show how to apply conventional
methods for a reachability analysis in the LCS L  Af to reason about the
probabilities in MC(PL  Af ).
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4.1 The product of a PLCS and an !-automaton
In the sequel, let PL be a PLCS and A a deterministic Rabin automaton with
the alphabet 2AP where the components of PL and A are as before; i.e. PL =
(L; Pcontrol ; }) and A = (Q; q ; 2AP ; ; AccCond ) where L is as in De nition 1
and AccCond = f(Aj ; Bj ) : j = 1; : : : ; kg.
0

15

16

17

Here, satisfaction of LTL formulas interpreted over in nite words over 2AP is de ned
in the obvious way.
The existence of such a set Vj0 can be shown with the help of Tarski's xed point
theorem for monotonic set-valued operators.
One just has to check whether all states reachable from the state s0 via an execution
sequence that does not pass V 0 can reach a V 0 -state.

De nition 3. PL  A denotes the PLCS (L  A; PA ; }) where
L  A = (Scontrol  Q; hs ; p i; LA ; C h; M ess; ,!A )
with p = (q ; L(s )), LA (hs; qi) = L(s) and
hs; qi ,!A ht; pi i s ,! t and p = (q; L(t))
and, if hs; qi ,!A ht; pi then PA (hs; qi; ; ht; pi) = Pcontrol (s; ; t).
We use the notation hs; w; qi 2 Scontrol  (C h ! M ess )  Q rather than
hhs; qi; wi for the global states in MC(PL  A).
Remark 1. The Markov chain MC(PL  A) induced by PL  A di ers from the
product MC(PL)  A. We assume that q =
6 q0 . We regard the loss of messages
0
in both constructions. Let q = (q; L(s)) and w : C h ! M ess such that
w:c = m : : : mi mi mi : : : mk and w0 = w[c := m : : : mi mi : : : mk ]. In
MC(PL)  A, the state hs; w; qi can move to hs; w0 ; q0 i (via the action `c;i ), but
possibly not to the state hs; w0 ; qi. In MC(PL  A), we have
hs; w; qi ` !A hs; w0 ; qi :
Thus, P0 (hs; w; qi; hs; w0 ; qi) = 0 < Pg lobal (hs; w; qi; hs; w0 ; qi) is possible.
This signi es that it is possible that the underlying graph of the Markov chain
MC(PL)  A cannot be obtained by the transition system of a LCS.
We now assume that A = Af is a deterministic automaton for a LTLnX
formula f . Recall that pMs (f ) denotes P robM f 2 P athM (s) :  j=M f g.
Lemma 1. Let s be a global state in PL and s0 = hs; (q ; L(s))i. Then,
0

0

0

1

0

0

1

+1

1

1

+1

c;i
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0

PL (f ) = pMC PLA (f ):
pMC
s
s
Proof. Easy veri cation.
For the construction M  Af , the projection of a path  in M  Af to the
automaton states yields a run in Af which is accepting i  j= f . Unfortunately,
the projection of the paths in MC(PL  Af ) to the automaton states does not
yield a run in Af since the loss of a message (more precisely, a step of the form
` hs; w0 ; q i where  (q; L(s)) 6= q ) does not correspond to a transition
hs; w; qi !
in Af . However, the loss of a message does not a ect the control and automaton
state and hence can be viewed as a stutter step. Since we do not deal with the
next step operator and since the atomic propositions only depend on the control
components (but not on the channel contents), the formula f is insensitive with
respect to such stutter steps [BCG88]. Thus,  j= f i r is accepting where r
is the run induced by the sequence of automaton states that results from  by
removing all stutter steps.
Let A0j = Scontrol  Aj , Bj0 = Scontrol  Bj . In the sequel, we treat A0j , Bj0 as
atomic propositions with the obvious meaning; e.g. A0j 2 LA (hs; qi) if hs; qi 2 A0j .
Note that the control state (which consists in L  A of a control state in L and an
(

)

(

0

f)
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automaton state) does not change if a message is lost.

Lemma 2. For any path  in MC(PL  Af ):
_
 j= f i  j=
32(A0j ^ 3Bj0 ):
jk

1

Proof. (Sketch) We denote by st the stuttering equivalence relation for in nite
sequences x ; x ; x ; : : : over an arbitrary set X . Let a = a ; a ; : : : and a0 =
a0 ; a0 ; : : : be in nite sequences over 2AP . Since f is invariant under stutter steps
we get:
(1) If a st a0 then a j= f i a0 j= f .
If p = p ; p ; : : : and p0 = p0 ; p0 ; : : : are in nite sequences over Q then:
(2) If p st p0 then p j= AccCond i p0 j= AccCond:
Let  be a path in MC(PL  Af ) and (i) = hsi ; wi ; pi i. For any i, we choose
some i 2 Act [ f`g such that (i) ! (i + 1). Clearly, there are in nitely
many indices i with i 6= `. Let hs0 ; w0 ; p0 i; hs0 ; w0 ; p0 i; : : : be the sequence that
results from  by removing the i-th tuple (i) = hsi ; wi ; pi i if i = `. Let
a = L(s ); L(s ); : : : ; a0 = L(s0 ); L(s0 ); : : : ; p = p ; p ; : : : ; p0 = p0 ; p0 ; : : :.
We have hsi ; pi i = hsi ; pi i for all indices i with i = `. Thus, a st a0 and
p st p0. By de nition of PLAf , we have p0i = (p0i; L(s0i )), i = 0; 1; 2; : : :.
Thus, p0 is a run over a0 . Hence,
a0 j= f i a0 2 AccWords (Af ) i p0 j= AccCond :
By (1) and (2)  j= f i a j= f i a0 j= f i p0 j= AccCondWi p j= AccCond.
Clearly, p j= AccCond is an equivalent formulation for  j= j 32(A0j ^ 3Bj0 ).
0

0

1
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4.2 Probabilistic input enabledness
Because ofWLemma 1 and Lemma 2 we can shrink our attention to formulas of
the form 32(aj ^ 3bj ) where aj , bj are atomic propositions. We aim at a
condition that allows to establish qualitative properties speci ed by formulas
of this type by analyzing the graph of the underlying LCS. For this, we need a
condition that allows us to abstract from the concrete transition probabilities. In
contrast to the nite-state case, for in nite Markov chains, the precise transition
probabilities might be essential for establishing qualitative properties.
Example 1. The Markov chain of Figure 1 can be viewed as the Markov chain
associated with a PLCS consisting of a single control state s, one channel c, one
message m, the transition s c,!m s and the failure probability } = p. Then, the
state sk of Figure 1 represents the global state hs; mk i in which the total channel
length is k. The qualitative property stating that the initial global state s is
visited in nitely often holds for p  1=2 but not for p < 1=2.
The problem in the above example is that, for p < 1=2, with non-zero probability, the channels grow in an \uncontrolled" way. To prevent such situations,
I.e. st is the smallest equivalence relation on X ! which identi es all sequences
x ; x ; : : : ; xi ; xi ; xi ; : : : and x ; x ; : : : ; xi ; xi ; : : : where xi = xi .
!

0
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1
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we shrink our attention to probabilistic input enabled PLCSs. Probabilistic input
enabledness is a condition which ensures that with probability at least 1/2 any
global state s moves within one step to a global state t where jtj = jsj 1 and
which guarantees that almost all executions visit in nitely many global states
where all channels are empty (see Lemma 3). In particular, it ensures that with
probability 1 any message m received in a certain channel c will either be lost
or will be consumed by a process (via the action c?m).
The formal de nition of probabilistic input enabledness can be viewed as
a probabilistic \variant" of the standard notion of input enabledness for I/Oautomata, see [LT87,Lyn95]. In fact we work with a slightly di erent meaning of
input enabledness. For I/O-automata, communication works synchronously and
input enabledness guarantees that the output of messages cannot be blocked.
This e ect is already obtained for systems where the communication works asynchronously (as for LCSs). Our notion of input enabledness can be viewed as a
condition that asserts some kind of \channel fairness" as it rules out the pathological case where a certain message m (produced and send by a process via the
action c!m) is totally ignored (i.e. never lost nor consumed via the action c?m).
We adapt the notion of input enabledness for I/O-automata (which asserts that
in any (global) state all input actions are enabled) for PLCSs in such a way that,
for any global state s where jsj  1, the probability for any input action c?m is
\suciently" large.

De nition 4. A PLCS PL is called probabilistic input enabled i for all s 2

Scontrol and all c 2 C h, m 2 M ess:
Pcontrol(s; c?m)  (1

0
2})  @

X
2S endAct[f g

1
Pcontrol (s; )A :

It should be noticed that any PLCS with failure probability }  1=2 is
probabilistic input enabled. Clearly, with PL, also the product PL  A is probabilistic input enabled. In the sequel, we assume that PL = (L; Pcontrol ; }) is a
probabilistic input enabled PLCS where L is as in De nition 1.
Let S; = fs 2 Sg lobal : jsj = 0g be the set of all global states where all
channels are empty. We write  j= 23S; to denote that  passes in nitely many
global states in S; , i.e. j(i)j = 0 for in nitely many indices i.

Lemma 3. For all global states s:

X

Pg lobal (s; t)  :
1

2

jtj jsj
t

=

1

and P robf 2 P ath(s) :  j= 23S; g = 1:
Proof. (Sketch) The rst part is an easy veri cation. For the second part it
suces to show that p(s) = 1 for all global states s where p(s) = P robf 2

P ath(s) :  j= 3S;g. We put p(k) = minf p(s) : s 2 Sg lobal ; jsj  kg. Then,
1 = p(0)  p(1)  : : :. Let s 2 Sg lobal ; jsj = k where k  1. Then,

p(s) =

X

jtj2fk;k g

Pg lobal (s; t)  p(t) +

jtj k

t

X

t

+1



X
=

Pg lobal (s; t)  p(k + 1) +

jtj2fk;k g

Pg lobal (s; t)  p(t)

X

1

jtj k

t

Pg lobal (s; t)  p(k 1)

t

+1

=

1

 (1 Q(k; k 1))  p(k + 1) + Q(k; k 1)  p(k 1) ;
where Q(k; k 1) = minfPg lobal (s; t) : s; t 2 Sg lobal ; jsj = jtj + 1  kg. By
Lemma 3, we get Q(k; k 1)  . Let p = inf k Q(k; k 1). Then, p(k) 
(1 p)  p(k + 1) + p  p(k 1). This yields a similar situation as in Figure
1

1

2

1, where p(k) can be viewed as the probability to reach s from sk , and (since
p  ) we get p(k) = 1 for all k  1.
0

1
2

We now show how, for probabilistic
W input enabled PLCSs, qualitative properties speci ed by a formula f 0 = 32(aj ^ 3bj ) can be established by proving
a qualitative eventually property 3U where U is a nite set of control states.
For showing that ps (3U ) = 1, we use a reachability analysis in the underlying
(non-probabilistic) LCS. More precisely, the set U is de ned by means of the
bottom strongly connected components (BSCCs for short) of the directed graph
G; (L) whose nodes represent the global states hs; ;i and whose edges represent
the reachability relation between them. The condition ps(3U ) = 1 can shown to
be equivalent to ps (3U ) = 0 where U characterizes all global states hs; ;i that
belong to a BSCC of G; (L) and that are not contained in U . To check whether
ps (3U ) = 0, it suces to show that the global state s cannot reach a global state
hu; ;i where u 2 U .
20

De nition 5. Let L be a LCS as in De nition 1. We de ne
G; (L) = (Scontrol ; ;L )
where the relation ;L  Scontrol  Scontrol is given by s ;L t i the global
state ht; ;i is reachable from the global state hs; ;i in TS(L).
If U  Scontrol then we write s ;L U i s ;L u for some u 2 U . s 6;L U
denotes that there is no u 2 U with s ;L u.
Let aj , bj 2 AP and Aj = fs 2 Scontrol : aj 2 L(s)g, Bj = fs 2 Scontrol :
bj 2 L(s)g. Let Uj be the union of all BSCCs C of G; (L) such that C  Aj
and C \ Bj =
6 ;, j = 1; : : : ; k, and U = U [ : : : [ Uk ; consequently U is the
union of all BSCCs C of G; (L) such that, for all j 2 f1; : : : ; kg, either C 6 Aj
or C \ Bj = ;.
1

20

We write ps (3U ) to denote the probability for the global state s to reach a global
state of the form hu; wi for some u 2 U .

Lemma 4. For all control states s:

8
9
<
=
_
P rob : 2 P ath(hs; ;i) :  j=
32(aj ^ 3bj ) ;
j k

= 1 i

s 6;L U:

1

Proof. (Sketch) Let Uj be the union of all BSCCs C of G; (L) such that C  Aj
and C \ Bj 6= ;, j = 1; : : : ; k, and U = U [ : : : [ Uk . For any global state s, we
de ne B SCC (s) to be the set of paths  2 P ath(s) such that, for some BSCC
C , all global states ht; ;i, t 2 C , are visited in nitely often. Using Lemma 3, one
can show that
(1) P rob ( B SCC (s) ) = 1
(2) ps(3U ) + ps (3U ) = 1
for all global states s. It is easy to see that  j= 32(aj ^ 3bj ) i  j= 3Uj for
any path  2 B SCC (s). By (1) and (2), we get:
1

ps

W

W



1

jk 32(aj ^ 3bj ) = ps (3U ) = 1 ps (3U ):



Hence, ps jk 32(aj ^ 3bj ) = 1 i ps (3U ) = 0. Since any global state
hu; wi can reach the state hu; ;i (via losing all messages), we have ps (3U ) = 0
i s cannot reach a global state of the form hu; ;i where u 2 U .
1

4.3 The model checking algorithm
Combining Lemma 1, 2 and 4 we get the following theorem which builds the
basis of our model checking algorithm.
Theorem 1. Let PL = (L; Pcontrol; }) be a probabilistic input enabled PLCS
where L is as in De nition 1, f a LTLnX formula and Af a deterministic Rabin
automaton for f . Let U 0 be the union of all BSCCs C 0 of the directed graph
G; (L  Af ) such that, for all j 2 f1; : : :; kg, either C 0 6 A0j or C 0 \ Bj0 = ;.
Then,
PL j= f i s0 6;LA U 0 :
Here, s0 = hs ; (q ; L(s ))i denotes the initial control state of LAf and A0j ; Bj0
are as in Lemma 2.
With all the above preliminaries, we are now able to formulate our model
checking algorithm. (see Figure 2). The input is a probabilistic input enabled
PLCS PL and a LTLnX formula f . First, we construct a deterministic Rabin
automaton Af for f and the LCS L  Af . Then, we compute the reachability
relation ;LA for the LCS L  Af which yields the graph G; (L  Af ). For
this, we may apply the methods of [AJ93] (or [AKP97]).
Using standard methods of graph theory, we calculate the BSCCs of the
graph G; (L  Af ) and obtain the set U 0 (de ned as in Theorem 1). Finally, we
check whether the initial control state s0 of L  Af can reach a node of U 0 with
respect to the edge relation ;LA .
0

0

0

0

0

f

0

f

f

Input:

a probabilistic input enabled PLCS PL = (L; Pcontrol; }) and a LTLnX
formula f
if PL j= f then yes else no

Output:

Method:

1. Compute the deterministic Rabin automaton Af for the formula f .
2. Compute the LCS L  Af .
3. Compute the reachability relation ;LA (which yields the graph
G; (L  Af )).
4. Compute the set U 0 (de ned as in Theorem 1) by means of the BSCCs
in G; (L  Af ).
5. If s0 6;LA U 0 then return yes else return no.
f

0

f

Fig. 2. The LTLnX model checking algorithm

5 Conclusion and future work
We have shown that, for probabilistic input enabled PLCSs, model checking
against qualitative LTLnX speci cations is decidable. This should be contrasted
with the undecidability of LTL model checking for (non-probabilistic) LCSs
[AJ94]. Thus, adding appropriate transition probabilities to a LCS, can be
viewed as a technique to overcome the limitations of algorithmic veri cation
that are due to undecidability results.
Whether or not the probabilistic input enabledness is a necessary condition is
still open. The correctness of our method is based on the observation that, with
probability 1, a BSCC C of the graph G; (L) is reached and that all states of C
are visited in nitely often. This property holds for probabilistic input enabled
systems (see Lemma 4) but is wrong for general PLCSs (see Example 1).
In this paper, we used the interpretation of a PLCS by a (sequential) Markov
chain as proposed in [IN97]. This model is adequate e.g. if the underlying parallel
composition for the processes that communicate via the channels is a probabilistic shue operator in the style of [BBS92]. This kind of parallel composition
assumes a scheduler that decides randomly (according to the \weights" speci ed by the function Pcontrol ) which of the processes performs the next step.
Alternatively, the global behaviour of a PLCS could be described by a model for
probabilistic systems with non-determinism (such as concurrent Markov chains
[Var85] or the more general models of [BdA95,Seg95,BK98]), where the nondeterminism can be used to describe the interleaving behaviour of the communicating processes.
Unfortunately, we cannot report on experimental results. The implementation of our algorithm (combined with the methods of [AJ93] or [AKP97]), case
Note that in the probabilistic setting, a linear time formula f is viewed to hold in a
state s i f holds on almost all paths starting in s (but f might be wrong on some
paths) while, in the non-probabilistic case, f is viewed to be correct for a state s i
f holds on all paths starting in s.
21
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studies and a complexity analysis will be future topics. Moreover, we intend to
investigate how our algorithm can be modi ed for probabilistic systems with
non-determinism and an interpretation of LTLnX formulas over PLCSs that involve (process) fairness, i.e. an interpretation in the style PL j= f i f holds with
probability 1 for any fair scheduler. Another future direction is to study a C TL like temporal logic that combines LTLnX and the branching time logic of [HS86]
where state formulas of the form 8f (asserting that f holds with probability 1)
are considered.
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